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in vitroAbstract of In our project, we will find out the answer of "why we could not realize the

culture system as quite same as " by designing and using new nano- cell recognizableResearch in vivo

micells. Using those novel device as well organized nano-eviroment system to the cells, weProject

will analyze dynamics of what is happening at inside or outside of a cell in nano-meter

scale. Also, we will create new three dimentional culture system with two-photon excitation

reaction with highly arrayed cells.

We will perform our research with "Matrix engineering concept". New polymer micells

we create hold cell recognizable ligands models such as sugars, proteins, and hormones.

Scince our probes are polymer micells which contains hydrophilic and hydrophobic section,

it is quite convenient to immobilize to hydrophobic substrata especially our three

dimensional substrata with highly ordered nm spacing (fig). The new culture system is

fundamental for cellular environment but quite simple which help us to use computer

memory to observe dynamics of each cell. We believe that our new concept which is called

Computer-Aided Matrix Biology(CAMB) system is necessary to develop artificial organs or

tips.
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